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AG 17: Variation in the lexical semantics
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The goal of this paper is to explore the phenomenon of syntactic variation illustrated in (1), relat-
ed to the appearance of dimensional adjectives [A] in copulative sentences in Spanish. Spanish 
is a language that has two copulas: ser ‘beIL/relative property’ and estar ‘be SL/absolute property’. In (1), estar is  
combined with dimensional adjectives that express the size of an inanimate entity. The  
grammaticality of these examples delimits the existence of two large dialectal areas in Spanish: 
dialectal area A (European Spanish and Southern Cone varieties, which reject this type of cons-
truction; sentences would be grammatical with ser); dialectal area B (American varieties from 
Mexico, Venezuela, Guatemala, Peru, where they are grammatical).
(1) …ella vive de las rentas…, porque estaba grandísima la casa, si pues… [la vendió en] … unos 
 milloncitos, los metió al banco, así que ya no tiene ninguna preocupación… 
 (México, Gutiérrez 1994, (24))
 ‘…she lives on the rents..., because the house was very big, if well... [she sold it in] ... a few
 million, she put them in the bank, so she no longer has any concern...’ 
Our proposal is based on the descriptive intuitions of Gutiérrez (1994) and Brown & Cortés-Torres 
(2012), who point out that examples like (1) express „speaker subjectivity“. The idea we intend 
to develop is that the notion of „subjectivity“ is obtained because, in variants B, the evaluation 
of the property that the dimensional As express with estar is linked to the experiencer/perceiver 
that this class of As has in its structure. The dimensional As in variants B have an experiencer 
argument in their structure just as it happens in general Spanish with evaluative As (according to 
Lasersohn 2005, a.o.). Thus, „variation is restricted to the lexicon“ (Chomsky 2001: 2). This would 
be a case of diatopically conditioned argument alternation in the adjectival domain.
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